
This Minecraft Mod Lets You Build An Actual, Functioning PC,
Then Play Doom On It
 
 
There are already plenty of incredible Minecraft mods to be found online, overhauling
everything from the sandbox game's exploration to its resource automaton, and there's
another to join the list that'll let you put together an actual, working PC in-game. With a case,
working parts, ISO imports, and everything. You also get the chance to play Doom in
Minecraft 
 
 
Delta2force, the creator and author of VM Computers mods, announces on CurseForge:
"Order computer parts using a satellite orbiting around Minecraft to build a real computer that
actually works!" The page suggests that you can order your virtual Minecraft PC's
components individually by creating an "ordering tab" in your crafting menu. Next, wait for a
satellite to appear overhead - which "orbits Minecraft five times per day". 
 
 
The modder explained that the menus are stuffed with guides so you should be able order
items quickly. Once you have received your items and placed your order, you will need a
virtual hard disk to import ISOs and set it up with a cover. 
 
 
It's worth noting, though, that because the mod uses a VM, it'll use space, CPU, and RAM
from your actual PC. 
 
 
Here's a video of the mod in action. minecraft-wiki.net It shows the tiny virtual PC doing
everything that a big computer can do, including firing up Microsoft Paint and playing Doom. 
 
 
I created a minecraft mod that allows you to build computers that function as virtual
machines. You can order computer parts from space by using a tablet. from gaming 
 
 
If you're keen to grab the mod for yourself, head to its page here. Take a note of any
instructions or advice given by the modder, especially their note regarding possible effects on
VirtualBox settings. Mod at your own peril! 

https://minecraft-wiki.net/

